Do you love to text?

TEXTING FOR YOUR FUTURE!

Is texting one of your favorite ways to communicate with your classmates, friends and family?

NISGTC wants to support and connect with you through texting. We want you to help us in better serving your needs. Now is the time to succeed here at Salt Lake Community College and gain employment!

Take Three EASY ACTION STEPS...

1. You will need to opt-in to the service. You can do this by using your cell phone to text SLCC to 87544. No text messages can be sent to you without opting into the service.

2. Once you opt-in, you will be ready to receive text surveys sent to your cell phone.

3. If you would like to receive information via e-mail rather than text, visit us online at www.nisgtc.org/text.html.

Ready to Opt-in? Text SLCC to 87544 NOW

Over for more information www.nisgtc.org